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errors or omissions. This document should not be relied on as a detailed specification of the
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result of any change.
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Introduction
PIQ 10.1 is the latest release of the business intelligence (BI) and reporting solution which is
part of the APS suite of applications. In this document features and enhancements are
introduced that have been added to the previous major release of PIQ 10.0.
As PIQ 10.0 was the major release prior to this one, please refer to the PIQ 10.0 release notes
for additional information on the differences and reasoning behind the move from previous
versions of PIQ.
The following conventions are applied throughout the document:
Enhancement
Correction

What’s new in PIQ 10.1
There have been a number of enhancements and additions made to what was started with PIQ
10.0. These include updates to existing data structures and formats, as well as some
completely new initiatives.

The goal for PIQ 10.1 is to expand the data structures available, and make them as easy as
possible to understand, and have them presented through the delivery method of choice. These
delivery methods could be structured on-premise dashboards, Ah-hoc analysis through Excel,
or any other tools that are fit for purpose, such as Power BI. Having this centralised governance
over data sets and structures ensures consistency when presenting information, no matter how
it’s delivered.
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Enhancements, Additions and Fixes
XPA Benchmarking solution added, to collate and report on XPA ledger data where
Value Add tag sets have been applied, and upload to PM (see page 7 for more detail).
Client 360 solution consolidates all available relevant data against individual clients,
with summaries by Family Group. Dashboard and summary formats are available to
present a complete (360 degree) picture. Data sets include Practice Management
Financial data, Tax detail, Workflow jobs, CRM opportunities, VC Document
Management. XPA Ledger balances, and key contact information (see page 10 for
more detail).
Practice KPI data collection focuses on combining transitional Firm metrics, with more
progressive KPI’s aimed at more service, and subscription-based approaches (see
page 8 for more detail).
A new set of Power BI Desktop templates have been produced to cater for all the main
data sets available through PIQ. WIP & Debt, Utilisation, Workflow, Tax and CRM are
all covered (see page 11 for more detail).
YTD KPI traffic lights have been added to all top-level dashboards.
180+ Aging KPI’s on the dashboards have been replaced with 90+. The 90+ measures
have been added to the drill through summary formats.
The drill through summary formats when on the Firm level dashboard have been
updated to group figures by the different attributes available. E.g. Partner, Manager,
Department, etc.
A new set of Entity dashboards have been introduced. With these come updates to
underlying drill through formats across Core, Tax and Workflow data sets.
OLAP database structures have been updated to work better with the ad-hoc pivot
reporting in Excel.
Lockup Department functionality has been added by default to the core solution, as well
as the Perspective layers that drive the high-level dashboards. Lockup functionality
uses Client attributes where there is no Matter specified on a record.
Budget import data structures have been applied to the Core OLAP database, which
negates the need for customisations to include imported budget data and have it flow
through to ad-hoc Excel reporting. Depending on how the imported data is to be used,
there may still be the need to customise dashboards if required.
Perspective budget structures are now updated automatically from the imported budget
data. This ensures consistency and availability across data sets, to enable both
dashboard and ad-hoc access to budget figures.
Total Hours added to the Utilisation drill through summary format.
Total rows added to the top of all summary drill through formats, removing the need to
scroll to the last page for overall totals.
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Two new Excel templates added for ad-hoc Excel reporting: Control Report, and WIP &
Debt Analysis. These are based on the pivot formats commonly used before PIQ 10.
New scripts to cater for missing client attributes.
Updates to the incremental update scripts to deal with a Standard Hours bug.
Updates to cater for the PM functionally around terminated Partners and Managers.
Milestone Sort Code attribute has been taken out of the Core OLAP Database as
duplicate entries were causing failures.
Change to the data warehouse build to speed up aging buckets for the Perspective
layer
Perspective budget import sheet has been taken out of the PIQ Budget Import
workbook.
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Featured Enhancements
There have been some major additions from the PIQ 10.0 solution, and the following section
gives a little more detail on some of these.

XPA Benchmarking
The use of Tag Sets with XPA to facilitate Value Add reporting has been around for some time.
Once this structured information has been upload from the individual ledgers to the PM
database, PIQ can access it.
This solution collates the ledger data and combines it with other relevant PM information to
enable benchmarking across the different ledgers. Currently benchmarking can be done at
Partner, Industry and Location levels. It is a relatively easy process in PIQ to apply other
attributes for additional analysis across the XPA data sets.

There are two dashboard formats available based on Xcede Value Add reports, the difference
being they allow the selected ledger to be benchmarked against the chosen attribute.
There is also an XPA OLAP database and an Excel template for ad-hoc analysis across all
ledger data in the PIQ system.
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Practice KPIs
This solution takes sometimes complicated calculations across different data sets and creates a
simple data structure that can easily be accessed and presented through the chosen method.
The solution comes with a dashboard format that presents Sparkline’s for each measure to
indicate the magnitude and trend of growth or decline.

The metrics being calculated combine the traditional measures with more progressive
measures, for practices wanting to apply a more service-and-subscription based approach.
Interpretations of these newer industry standard calculations and definitions may differ but the
following is how PIQ currently applies them.






Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR)
o ( Last Month’s Revenue + New Monthly Revenue ) – Lost Monthly Revenue
Average revenue per client (ARPC)
o MRR / Total Clients
New MMR
o Monthly Recurring Revenue gained over a defined period
Lost MMR
o Monthly Recurring Revenue lost over a defined period
Client churn
o ( Won Clients - Lost Clients ) / Total Clients

The solution has been built in such a way that swapping out or adding measures is a relatively
straightforward task.
The measures are split between rolling 12-month Averages and Actuals depending on the
measure in question. The current list of measures includes:
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Rolling 12-month Averages
o Total Fees
o Total Write Offs
o Average Invoices per Debtor
o Recovery %
o Turnaround times for annual/accounting jobs
o Number of jobs per Family Group
o Number of type of jobs per Family Group
o Revenue per staff member
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Rolling 12-month Actuals
o Monthly Recurring Revenue (MRR)
 ( Last Month’s Revenue + New Monthly Revenue ) – Lost Monthly
Revenue
o Number of active clients
o Clients won
o Clients lost
o Client churn %
 ( Won Clients - Lost Clients ) \ Total Clients
o Revenue per client (ARPC)
 MRR / Total Clients
o New MMR
 Monthly Recurring Revenue gained on new clients over a defined
period
o Lost MMR
 Monthly Recurring Revenue lost on terminated client over a defined
period

Depending on feedback, the Practice KPIs solution is an area that will expand through future
versions of PIQ, and branch out into other measures, as well as presentation options such as
Power BI.
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Client 360
The Client 360 solution focuses on all available relevant data at a client level. The inclusion of
XPA ledger data in PIQ greatly enhances the value of being able to see everything on a specific
client in one place.
Data sets included are Practice Management Financial data, Tax detail, Workflow jobs, CRM
opportunities, VC Document management, XPA ledger balances, and key contact information.

Once Client centric data has been collated it can then be summarised by other attributes, such
as Family Group. There are consolidated dashboard views doing just that, with the option to
switch between Client and connected Family Group views.
All Client data across all data sets can also be accessed through ad-hoc Excel reports, and
similar to the XPA solution there is an underlying Client 360 OLAP database available, and
supporting Excel template.
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Power BI Templates
With accessibility always being a key issue, and with a growing need to be able to access
information anywhere on any device, we’ve introduced a set of Power BI Desktop templates.
There are six Power BI Desktop templates available. These templates cover the core data sets
available through PIQ, such as WIP & Debt, Utilisation, Tax, Workflow and CRM.

A separate Microsoft Power BI licence will need to be purchased from Microsoft, and the
desktop application downloaded and installed. Please contact your Microsoft distributor with
regard to the different licensing options available with Power BI.
A basic licence will allow the refreshing of data into a desktop template, then the publishing and
access to Power BI online. At that point the published reports can be accessed and shared, and
items from each template can be used to create other online dashboard formats.
This is seen as a growth area for PIQ and will likely receive regular updates as feedback comes
in about how best to use this tool going forward.
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Prerequisites
Detailed prerequisite information for PIQ 10.1 can be found in the Practice IQ 10.1 Prerequisite
and System Considerations document.
The main consideration for PIQ 10.1 is that it conforms to the Practice Management (PM) 10+
Prerequisite of using SQL Server 2008 R2 or later. PIQ 10.1 will not work on previous versions
of SQL Server.

Supporting Documentation
Documentation has been updated and new supporting documentation has been created for PIQ
10.1.
Practice IQ Release Notes 10.1
Contains release notes for PIQ 10.1 features, enhancements are introduced, risks and
considerations for migration are detailed, as well as the prerequisites for installation.
Practice IQ Release Notes 10.0
Contains release notes for PIQ 10.0 and should be used for additional information on the
differences and reasoning behind the move from previous versions of PIQ.
Practice IQ User Guide
Provides instruction on how to use PIQ 10.1 from a User and Administrator point of view. For
the general user it covers: the different reporting types available, how to work with the different
types, navigation around the PIQ intranet site, saving views, and creating easy access shortcuts
to the most relevant areas and reports. For the Administrator it covers: how to deal with report
rights management, new machine setup, administration tools, and reporting.
Practice IQ Dashboards and Drill Through Options
Holds a series of annotated diagrams showing and explaining the drill through options available
on all SSRS dashboards across all data sets.
Practice IQ Data Dictionary
A comprehensive guide to the information and data structures available through PIQ 10.1. The
SQL Data Warehouse main Dimension and Fact tables are documented, as well as the OLAP
Cube databases across all data sets. This document will be especially useful when creating adhoc reporting in Excel.
Practice IQ Core Scripts
A guide explaining the scripts used to build the PIQ 10.1 data warehouse. Some of these scripts
are mandatory, but a good number are optional and should only be switched on if specific types
of data are required. The document goes through all these scripts and explains what each one
does and why they should or should not be used.
Practice IQ Prerequisite and System Considerations
A comprehensive guide on what is require to run PIQ 10.1. The document highlights
requirements across desktop and server operating systems, IIS options and permissions, and
SQL Server and Service requirement.
APS System Specification Recommendations
A guide for choosing topology and sizing for installation of APS products
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APS SQL Maintenance Tasks and Backup Guide
A guide to some of the most common SQL Maintenance tasks required to ensure that SQL
databases are adequately protected from data loss, and that databases perform as expected.
This document draws mainly from Microsoft recommendations but also from leaders in the SQL
Database Administration field.
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